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Breckenridge, Colorado, is the perfect mountain town. That’s why
Breckenridge Grand Vacations (BGV), the resort development
company that built Gold Point Resort, Grand Timber Lodge, the
Grand Lodge on Peak 7, and currently building the final two phases
of the Grand Colorado on Peak 8, chose this pristine location
for their vacation ownership projects. The company has been
recognized throughout the community and industry for its integrity,
success and philanthropy, and for creating a family atmosphere that
nurtures the development and happiness of its employees.

Grand Timber Lodge and the Grand Lodge on Peak 7, both of which
have won ARDA’s ACE Award for Project of Excellence.
The Grand Colorado on Peak 8, which opened in December 2017, is
the most luxurious property Breckenridge Grand Vacations has built
to date, boasting a mountain-modern feel and the ultimate ski-in/
ski-out access to Breckenridge Ski Resort’s Peak 8.
Nick Doran has been with Breckenridge Grand Vacations since
2006 and is responsible for the daily operation of the company.
Prior to his current role, Nick held the position of Chief Financial
Officer. Before working for BGV, Nick spent 10 years in the masterplanned residential real estate development industry as Chief
Financial Officer and Project Manager for Highlands Management
Group, Inc., preceded by four years with Arthur Anderson, LLP in the
Audit Division. Nick obtained Professional Accounting and Business
Administration degrees from Regis College in Denver, Colorado.

Breckenridge Grand Vacations consistently ranks at the top of
the industry and is frequently recognized by the American Resort
Development Association (ARDA). 2018 awards include the Gold
ARDY for Marketing Programs, Sales Management Leader, Traditional
Line and In-House Salesperson, and Project Team. Additionally, the
company was recognized as the Denver Post’s #1 Top Workplace
among Colorado large companies and Colorado Biz Magazine’s #1
Top Company in Travel and Hospitality. Locally, BGV was named the
#2 Business of the Year by the Summit Chamber, and its pinnacle
resort, the Grand Colorado on Peak 8, was recognized as one of the
Best Lodging/Hotels by the local newspaper, Summit Daily News.

While location may be everything in the resort world, for Breckenridge
Grand Vacations, it’s only part of the picture. The dedicated staff
works daily to fulfill the company’s passion statement: “Our Family
Commitment: Always Grand Vacations!” Family and community
have been part of BGV’s picture of success from the beginning,
and the company continues to strive to create a sense of family,
for both owners and employees. Rob Millisor’s passing while on a
humanitarian trip to Nepal in 2015 brought this sense of family to
the fore, and more than ever will continue to shape BGV’s vision in
a commitment to honor his legacy.

The success of Breckenridge Grand Vacations is due to the passion
and vision of the developers and founding partners, Mike Millisor
and the late Rob Millisor. In 1984, Mike initiated the marketing and
sales of fractional real estate at Gold Point Resort. His brother Rob
joined him in 1986. When they sold out of inventory, together with
their third partner, Mike Dudick—now CEO of BGV—they developed
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